Fall Baseball/Softball
Rescheduling Policy

The following policy will be used to reschedule any fall games for the 2020 season. There will be no exceptions to this policy.

1. For games played on weekdays, there will be no rescheduled games allowed during the fall season. The reason for this is that all game field space is currently being used during the weekdays. If you have a conflict with a game during the weekday you are encouraged to contact the other coach and set up a time using your practice field to play the game. The BVRC will not provide umpires, pitching machines or field set up for games played during your practice time.

2. For games played on one of the three weekends, there may be a small amount of flexibility to move a game to a different time slot on that same Saturday. If you have a conflict with a Saturday game, you must first contact the coach you are playing and see if they are willing to change the game time for that day. If the opposing coach is willing to change the game time, then you may contact the BVRC to see if an alternate time slot is available. Any changes to the game schedule must be finalized one week prior to the conflict (both coaches agreeing to new time and BVRC notified).

3. The game schedules will be posted on Tuesday, August 18. If you have children playing volleyball or soccer it may help reduce any Saturday conflicts to inform the soccer and volleyball administrators what your game times are for our three Saturdays (August 29, Sept. 26, & Oct. 10). If they have not finished their schedules, they might be able to avoid any conflicts you may have.

4. Game schedule changes affect several families and are very difficult to reschedule. The BVRC strongly encourages you to play your schedule without making any changes.